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NOTE: This book is a standalone book and doesn't include an access code. Genetics: Analysis and

Principles is a one-semester, introductory genetics textbook that takes an experimental approach to

understanding genetics. By weaving one or two experiments into the narrative of each chapter,

students can simultaneously explore the scientific method and understand the genetic principles

that have been learned from these experiments. Rob Brooker, author of market leading texts in

Genetics and Intro Biology for majors, brings his clear and accessible writing style to this latest

edition.
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This was the textbook my professor used to instruct Genetics.Overall, I would rate this book 5/5.

The author does a very good job at describing the details of genetics, and trust me there is a LOT of

details, while at the same time summarizing the key take away with figures, diagrams, and tables.

The diagrams that supplement the text ensure the reader understands what they are reading with

beautiful illustrations. The information is organized very well, and the material is presented in a very

friendly manner to students. With that said, this is genetics we are talking about, which is no cake

walk. This is a class that requires some background information in general biology and chemistry to

fully appreciate and comprehend. But the author does a fantastic job at teaching you what you need

to know. Definitely one of the best textbooks that I have read on such a complex topic.

Starting this class this semester, and have already gone through the first chapter. this book really



makes it interesting ith all the images and diagrams. Fast shipping and great packaging.

It's an expensive textbook, but it does a good job at explaining things, and the chapters are

somewhat short so it's not too bad at all to read. Obviously still boring, but one of the "better" boring

textbooks.

It came in perfect condition. I bought this version because it was cheaper then the other versions

offered. It is the same as the American/hardcover version from what I have seen, just the front cover

has a different illustration.

Really good book-it's what got me through genetics. Some concepts could be worded or formatted a

tad clearer, but overall one of the bests textbooks I've used thus far in my college career!
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